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Troposcatter at the Ku Band

Abstract

Troposcatter data were collected with a wideband measurement system fo,- a period of
5 months spanning parts of the winter, spring and summer seasons of 1991. The system
provided multipath delay measurements with a 2.5 nsec resolution. Measurements of
received signal level, Doppler frequency shift and multipath delay spread were obtained on
the 161 km troposcatter path from Prospect Hill in Waltham, Massachusetts to Mi. Tug in
Lebanon, New Hampshire. These observations are the latest in a longer measurement
program to characterize the propagation channel for tropospheric scatter communications
systerns operating at frequencies near 16 GHz (Ku band). Simultaneous observations at
5 GHz (C band) were made during the last month of the observing program to provide
calibration and a statistical comparison with earlier observations made using a different
Ku band transmission system.

The results obtained with the wideband system were similar to those collected earlier.
The intent of the measurement program with the wideband system was to make multipath
delay spread measurements with better delay resolution than had been obtained before.
Model calculations had suggested that the delay spread should be significantly narrower
than previously reported and narrower than assumed in the design of troposcatter
modulation systems. The prior observations made during this program employed a channel
measurement system with an 80 nsec resolution. The observations with that system were
consistent with the hypothesis that the atmospheric channel had a multipath delay structure
that was significantly narrower than had been assumed and too narrow to observe with the
existing equipment. The newer system had sufficient delay resolution to allow a
comparison between the observations and predictions. The results show that the
atmospheric channel has a wider bandwidth than previously assumed (a narrower multipath
delay).

Statistically, the median delay spread values for the 1991 spring time period, which
had with the longest run of data, ranged from 98 nsec for the afternoon hours to 110 nsec
during the evening for times with scattering by clear air turbulence. These values are
narrower than the 173 to 184 nsec median values obtained with the older system during the
spring of 1990 for the same time periods respectively. They are also narrower than the 130
to 160 nsec values that have been used in system design.
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TROPOSCATTER AT THE KU BAND

1. Introduction

1.1 Program objectives

The objectives of this study were to use the wideband troposcatter system to
characterize the channel for use in a digital communications system at operating at a carrier
frequency near 16 GHz.

1.2 Summary of Results

The analysis of the observations made with the wideband troposcatter measurement
system is presented in the Appendix to this final report.

Data collection for this phase of the experiment started in January 1991 and continued
through the June 1991 with occasional outages due interference in several of the TV
channels caused (apparently) by the first IF of the Ku band receiver. In total, 800 hours of
observations were collected during the winter period, 1308 in the spring and 359 in the
summer. C-band measurements were started in the latter part of the spring and continued
during the summer period. A total of 642 hours of simultaneous C and Ku band
measurements were obtained.
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Analysis of a Wideband Troposcatter Propagation Channel at the Ku Band

Magnus Wennemyr

Master of Science Thesis
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ABSTRACT

Tropospheric scatter is a conglomerate tern describu g the course-of-propaganon alteration of

electromagnetic wave energy due to weather mechanisms, allowing for transhorizonal communication in the

microwave ranges. This study tests the viability of using the higher frequency ranges (the test frequency

was 15.731 GHz) for this type of communication. At the present time, troposca=er communication

systems are limited to the lower frequencies (up to 5GHz), due to concerns of attenuation at the higher

frequencies during rainy condidons.

Data were collected on a wideband system (400 MBit/sec) over a period of five months. This system

provides an unprecedented resolution of turbulence in the lower troposphere. During the last month, data

were also collected simultaneously with a reference C band system (4.95 GHz). Characteristics of the

signal level, Doppler shift and multipaith delay were recorded, and hourly median values of these quantities

were analyzed. Diurnal and seasonal changes were observed, aWd the data categorized according to the

dominant scattering mode for each hour. Three modes were consadera- turbulent volume scarr, rain

scatter, and ducting.

The observatiors made on the 161km long path between Prospect HiUl. MA, and Mt.Tug, Nl-i,show that

rain is beneficial for wave propagation at this high trequency. The increased forward scatter associated with

the rain offses the attenuation caused by scattering away from the path between the transmitter and receiver.

Turbulent, thin-layer, volume scattering dominated the propagation process 90 percent of the time. As a

theory of propagation, this clear air phenomenon war consistent with the results. Diurnal variations were

strongest in the suumer, significantly increasing both the Ku and C band signal levels during afternoon

hours. Seasonal variations were evident as well. In particular, an important observation of seasonal change

was a delay spread ncrease of 50 percent from winter to summer.
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Chapter I
In trodu ct ion

1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Study was to test the viabiiy of using a higher frequency range for Tmposphcnc:
Scatter itroposcatter) Communication. Although the frequency range in question - ncar and aicurd &.., .,st
frequency of 15.731 G~z - is already in use for other types of communication and remote sensing Je' cs.
has been assumed that troposcacter would be too severely attenuated at such small wavelengths, espctalv

in rain conditions. for reliable use in a radio communications service. kThe 15.4 to 17.3 Gl-H,: ran'icc
allocated for RADAR services: the closest fixed service allocatin is 14.8 to 15.25 GH?.) If ccr.trasuti;

theories were to prove accurate, however, the hinders; of the project would be able to use the new
frequencies. These theories which rely on a theoretical framework, cather thai. empirical one, predict n-.

propagation of frequencies In the 15 GI-l range viLl be enhanced during rain: this would be the restilt otr i
increase In scattering during rain, counteracting the aizcompanying attenuion. Antenna gain can be
mainrtained at higher frequencics while reducing the antenna size - such a reduction would make ti-oposcaiter
systenis pok table. Furthermore, used as a tool for ohservation of meteorlogical processes, this bistatic

RADAR system has resolved the vertical Doppler and scatterer strength components of the lower

troposphere' to an unpreced~ented degree.

1 .2 Trrinshorizonal Microwave Propagation in the Troposphere

The troposphere is the innermost layer of the atmosphere, ranging from ground level up to 10-. ~6
kilometers height depending on the geographic location. The mean temperature decreases with height

within this layer. Beyond the tropopause - a constant temperature layer between the troposphere and the

straosphere- the temperature again increases. All weather conditions manifest themselves in the

troposphere, sigifficantly affecting the propagation of those radio waves with wavelengths on the ordcr )i

the various anhomogeneictes in the refractve index. The unpredictable and complex nature of weiter

obscures interpretation of these effects. Most significant (if the regions where these discontinuitucs '.

are strong layers of clear-air turbulence and volumes containing the different forrms of precipitation.

Tropospheric scattering is a conglomterate term describing the cours of propagation alteration of

electromagnetic wave energy dtie to these weather mechanisms, allowtng for iranshorizonal zornmunic7jaucw.1

in the microwave ranges. By several mechanisms, weather - dletined as the temperatur, pressure, humirx.

wind velocity, and precipitation configuratin of the troposphere - enables the establishment of

communication links of over 1000 km. pathlengths. Conversely, by the same phenomena unprekdcwuhc

Changes in the weather can also inadvertanty cause interference between distan Lo-chaninel ser'. lc



.Aldiough the IntrOduction of s atellite cnrnmuricuucin redIXccd the need for anshor-izonal Lripsaut

syvstems L'r genera! comniunicauons. and aside from their use in special circumstances idue 'o the 10%.
nesnctcosts and the p'3.ucu capab iues desirable to the militay), they are useful in study ing the

interference p-oblem for systems operating at thc same range of freqiuencies (eg. the European Comimunwi\

COST 2 10 project uses troposcacter data to set satellitc communization design guidelines for a'~oidrng
interference., Mioreover, thes systemn~ are used for the study of meteotology: by identiyig thz proccsscs
that alter the tanismiuted signals by inference firomn dif ferences in the transmitted and recelved sgas
knowledge is gained about weather processes and structure. This last applicati is most useful in c~ear air.

during such conditions the different components of the multi-path delay signature (ice. the jxowcr re~ci~cd -,,
a function of the transmit-to-receive umnelag) can realistic-ally be ct~isidered to reprvsenit a vertcaid protike (i

the scatterer strength.

1 .3 The 'rroposcatter Link

The troposcatier link shown in Fig 1. 1 consisted of I'l a transmitzer at Prospect Hill, Waltham M~A,
maintained by Rome Laborntory personnel and 2) a receiving Station (-%I MiTug. Lrtanon N-H. constructed
and maintained by Thayer School graduate stuents over a period of five years.

a22 Me- .n
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C 29- at1 N
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Figure 1. 1: Prospect Hill -MiTug pith profile for a 4/3 elfeiuve carth raidius. Thec Iw~c'j
beain paths shown indicate the cNInEr (A thC 2-onical l,2 jx)"ei Sxuwin\ i1 :.
trisnituid beams.



The angle of the pointang of L~e antennas with the horizon is small, producing a very small common

scaatenng volume. As a result, this system is ideal both for studying the interference phenomenon which

occurs over similar paths between ground-based, microwave communication systems, and for achieving thc

aforementioned high vertical resoluuon. The ar-ned forces use this type of system because cf the difficulty

of linkiing with the small scattering volume without access to the tranrsmitter-receiver sites, providing added

security from interference and unwanted listeners. The possibility of using smaller antennas means that

ihese systems couid become portable by vehicles.

1.4 Project Summary

Building of the link was begun by setting up the microwave (Ku band - at 15.731 GHz) receiver [lc' ins

!986]. A lower frquency receiver (C band at 4.95 GHz) was set up as a standard for comparison Suli an

1987]. This frequency was chosen to be high enough to lie within the same subrange of turbulent scales

(the 'irertial range of turbulence, discussed in Section 2.3.2, where scattenng strength is predicted to follow

a log-Linear frequency dependence) in order to accurately evaluate clear air frequency relationships. lle

frequency vas also low enough so that a substantal amount of data and experience were avaiable for

comparison. Since the C-band had only this purpose. it employed simple, continuous wave (CW)

transmission. To provide information as to the delay characteristics of the channel, a pha=.-modulated 10-1

bit long pseudo-adom 'oise (PRN) code at 12.5 MBit/s (narrowband) was applied to the expenmcntal Ku

band. (Saimboulis 1987 ard Anderson 1989 further add to the system descnption.) Later a 400 MBitis

(widebawd) PRN code was added to the system to increase the spatial tesolutior (Chandra 1990).

Preliminary assessment of the link and summary of the narrowband results until sprng 1990 have already

been made "Hoppe 1989. Prabhu 1991, Crane 1991, Crane&Prabhu 1991). This thesis presents an analysis

oi t wte cbarnd system results.

1 .5 Personal Contributiou to Project

Aside frov. the daily routine of collecting and analyzing the data, only minor work was required for

mianteamnwe of the receiver hardware. The widebn d receiver insallation was completed dunng the tall or

1990, during which time the trmsmitter was inoperabonal. Ncw software for data LollecUon was develojxd.

based on the collection program for the narrow-band system, and limitauons on the compuu:r at the rcci'.cr

end was isted. A recurrng problem, caused by a faulty clocking of the PLN code generator. ,as

eventually fixed. When the C band was put into use in May. interference problems interrupted the

collection campaign. Interference from the C band onto the Ku band was successfully dealt with. by

switchig the systems on and off during their near-simultaneous measurements toward the end ol thle

collecuon campaign. The local cable TV company complained of interference. for which reason opciatL>



was shut down several tmes whde I so!uuon was found. The data processing software was rewnuen in ::

endrety. and a method greatly diminishing the effects of the unwanted, irregular, relative drift othe

frequency Cesium beam standards was developed. This method was required in order to make possible a

precise defining of the spatial location of the 3car.rers.

1.6 Objective of the Study

The purpose of this report is to present the effects of the different weather phenomena- v ith an cmphazo

on rain - on 16 G~z microwave propagation in the troposphere. T"he data dLscussed represents

measurements collected during a six month period. The use of the C band at the end of the spring w.,as

prunanly as a reference signal. Since the r'Ansmission charactensucs depend on a variety of factors, one

expects deviation from theoretical predictions, wherefore the data are presented in a statistical format, and

their validity invesugated. The data are presented in a format to be used for a communication ink. High

level fields are in that case of little interest: rather, low.level fields are of primary concern. The most

important parameters investigated are the transmission loss. the multipaLh delay spread (placing limiLaons

on channel bandwidth), and the Doppler frequency spread (a necessary parameter for many modulation

schemes).

1.7 Summary of Signal Processing and Results

In order to character. vxnmunication channel and provide the means for interpretation of the

meteorological pheonomc .,. information was collected of the power received, the mean Doppler frequency

shfts and the Doppler frequency spread, the multipath delay spread, as well as power and Doppler

measurements at different delays. Because of the limitaLions of the IBM PC used for data collection at the

recaver site, only sixteen scam of the PRN code - plus data for a .spctru at the delay with the maximum

power, were possible during an hour. The in-phase and quadratt'e components of the power were sanplcd

60 times at each tap of the code, in order to average out Rayleigh fading on the channel. Hourly medians .i

the diffeirent quantities were then arranged in various ways to allow investigaton of the diurnal and scasori

changes in the data, as well as the effect due to different weather conditions - the modes of propagation rn

order to statistically predict the occurrence of low-level fields, large Doppler spreads, and of large de Lay

spreads, distribution models for these quantities were fitted to the data.

1.7.1 Diurnal and Seasonal Variations

As expected. the transmission losses were smallest dLurng the afternoon when warm, moist, twrbulent, jir

, 'ibuted more to the forward scattering process. The vanauon during the winter was minimal, but
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increased to an average of about 8 dB during the summer (June 1st-20Lh). There was a progressive incrcase

in this variation during the sprng months. There is a less clearly defined diurnal variation of the muitipath

delay spread; it tends to increase during the later hours of the day, following the increase in the signal level.

The general signal level increases during the warmer months (a difference of --5 dB). but is offset by a vern

large increase. 30-50%, in the delay spread values. The algorithm used for the delay spread estimate is more

sensitive than that used in previous reports, and signal-to-nse ratio effects are estimated to have been

negligible. The log-normal disaibuuon model fits the signal level data extremely well. at both frequencies:

the multipath delay spread and Doppler spread values were normally distributed. Only the Doppler spread

measurement is seriously in question. It is, apparently, tainted by the 60 Hz noise evident on the frequency

spectr

1.7.2 Modes of Propagation

Three modes of propagation were invesugated: iturbuient volume scaner, rain, and ducting. Turbulent

scatter accounted for 90% of the hourly median values, with the remainder primarily dominated by rain

scatt=r. Rain on t.e path ', as found to amplify the Ku band signal, contrary to expectations based on

projections made h-om lower-frequency experimental data, but in agreement with the theoretical framework

of the turbulent thin-layer, volume scatter model. This agrees with the results from the previous two

years. For neither of the months investigated, dunng rainy conditions, was either the median signal level

lower than that of turbulent scatter, or the percentage of extremely low reception levels higher. In general.

the Ku buAd was more sensitive to rain, reflected in the greater change in Doppler freuency shift during

rain. Conversely, the C band was more sensitive to ducting. a condition where extended negative gradients

are coupled into, with effects similar to that of waveguides. During the few hours when this occured -

which was primmily during the night hours - there is a significant deviation from the norm, wherefore it is

considered an entirely separate phenomena from turbulent scatter. The C band, and the Ku band to a lesser

extent, is strongly mnpified during ducing.

1.8 Conclusions

This study, along with the previous results of this same data collection campaign, show conclusively that

the Ku band is reliable for troposcaer communications usage. The thin-layer, turbulent volume scatter

model accurately predicts the results in clear air, both in terms of total power received and the signal delay

profile. Rain is shown only to enhance the signal levels, but was also accompanied by a slight Doppler

spread increase. It is. however, less severe than the sea xtial Doppler spread varauon. The wideband s- scrn

has proven very useful for a detaded study of the delay profile; this aids significantly in evaluaung
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Leoretical modeis and investigating weather phenomena. An Lmmediate advantage of the wideband sy.s~eni

is that it Vlows a more accurate evaluation of the categorizauion of data into the various propagation modes.
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Chapter 2
Tropospheric Propagation Models

2. 1 Absorption

The fundamental reason for the dlifficulties encountered in the use of microwave frequencies is the increased

attenuation experienced in precipitation because of comparable relative sizes of the electromagnetic

wavelengths and the water droplets. Figure 2.1 indicates the increased attenuation due to absorption and

scattering at thie higher frequencies. For this reason it was thought impractical to use the Ku band for

beyond-the -horizon communication.

Wavelength.- cencu1meer L Millieter 4, iub-mlumeter

'10

C;

0,2- 11-1fl

FrqecAGZ

FIGURE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ T.: Atnaindz ogsoscntiunsadpeiiain[CRl~l
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Scattenng of the radiowaves causes attenitauon, as does the absorbuon caused by water drops with i los .

dielectic. This attenuauton due to precipitation is added to the attenuation due to the gaseous consutuents

in the air, also a frequency dependent effect, to form the total attenuation loss. The most accurate estimates

of attenuaton by gases (primarily water vapour and oxygen) and by moderate to heavy rainfall are derived

empirically, taking into account such factors as rainrate and angle to the horizon. Good theoreucal

approximations of the atztnuation have been reached for smaller - and thus more sphencally shapea -

raindrop sizes (Doviak 1984. SecL3.3]. The attenuation is included in the RADA.R equaton as integrals

over the distance of the paths to and from the scanerers.

2.2 Refractive Index

It is the refracuve index (n) fluctuations (or, those of the relative permitivity, which is directly related to n

in the air which cause the refraction or reflection of radiowaves back toward the earth. For the clear air thesc

fluctuations are caused by turbulent mixing of the mean gradient of the potential refractive index (retlecung

changes due to the accompanying adiabatic changes in temperature), and in cases of precipitauon by the

gradient of the refractive index across the different media.

The complex refractive index of rain is expressed as m = n - jk. where k is the absorption coefficient, a

function of wavelength and temperatu. A deterrnination of the refractive index is the first step toward

finding the backscauer cross Section of a particular phenomenon.

refractive index of the atmosphere depends primarily on the water vapour pressure which. unlike the

composition of dry air, is highly variable:
Il)

N = 7"7.6P- + 3.73x 10e- P(mb); T(K). e(mb)
T T

where e is the water vapour pressure and the radio refraciuvity N = (n-1)x 106, so defined because

numerically the fluctuations of n tend to be extremely small. The dependence on vapour is due to the

permanent dirle of the H20 molecule, heavily influencing the propagauon of short waves. These

quanties are not independent of each other pressure changes lead to temperature varutions. and the va..o

pressure is propoitional to the pressure p by e = 1.62pq, where q is the concentruon of water vapour.

Signals received will then be negligible unless temperature penurbauons are very strong when .atcr . JrX,:

contnbutions are small. This dependence on the water vapour content explains much ot the obsercd

seasonal vanabdity and climate effects on the power received.
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Only if there is a sufficiently rapid spatial fluctuation of the ielractive index will the electromagnetic enerL'

bend down toward the earth, where dN/dh<-157 per kin. In addition to the small-scale variations due to

turbulence there is a systematic smooth, mean variation of about -40N/ikm tvarying from day to day. as

well as seasonally) in the lowest part of the troposphere, which in effect raises the horizon so that the

effective earth radius becomes 4/3 times the earth's radius, by straight applicauon of Snell's law.

The magrutude of the ratio of the discontinuity of the refractive index to the wavelength can also determine

the mode of propagation. For instance, because higher gradients would be needed for short wavelengths io

be reflected, there is a dependence on the ratio such that reflecuons are less likely to occur in clear air

conditions at the shorter wavelengths. It is therefore possible to relate the mode of propagauon to a

funcuon of the charactenstics of the turbulence and the transmission wavelength. given assumpuons about

its formation and structure. In this particular case, at the higher frequency the mode of propagation would

be turbulent volume scatter. As s common practice and most consistent with present theory, results Aere

divided according to the modes of turbulent scaner, ducting and ramin scarier.

2.3 Turbulence in the Troposphere

2.3.1 General

By the late 1960's it was generally accepted that clear air turbulence accounted for the low-intensity signal

received with tropospheric scatier systems, while short-term high-intensity reception cxcured as the result ot

other mechanisms fTatarskii, 1971, p1521 such as ducting, reflection and precipitation scauer.

Interpretations of radar backscatta observations had been attempted as early as the late i930's [Friend 1939.

by Otersten, 1969). In the early 60's explanations o! such "Angel scatter" focused on smooth refractive

index discontinuity reflections [AAs. 1964, by Ouersteni. Because of the diffuse natroii :.f Che echoes.

however, it was realized tha irgular, turbulent fluctuations in the refractive index as a s.crne scatter

phenomena could at tines be a mom appropria model (Atlas and Hardy, 1966). [Tatarsku, 1961. 1971

developed mathoematal thexy of turbulence effects on radiowave propagation.] It was determ med that a

theory proposing that the troposphere was composed of turbulent "blobs" whose spaual extent would be

desecribed by an exponential correlation function [Booker and Gordon, 1950 p 4031 did not fully explain

experimental RADAR results; the same experiments seemed to confirm the correctness of the turbulent

volume scatter theory for the high frequency range. Instead turbulence appeared to be assoc&iated ,,th

stratified layer sutures (ichtu 1969, p1266]. On the basis of compansons of model-to-expenment

results, it was concluded da specular reflections from these layers are less important at the higher

frequencies where the turbulent layer scaterng mode dominates, with transition frequencies roughly in iLh

low GHz range (Crane, 1981]. RADAR studies conclusively confirmed the Kolmogorov theories o the

turbulence spectrum upon which Tatarskii's studies and the idea of turbulent volume scatter were based
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[Kropfli. 1968]. Multifrequency troposcatter findings vaned greatly, however, and they in no way showd

such conclusive results, calling into question not the Kolmogorov turbulence energy spectrum or Tatarskii

theones, but rather the place of those theories in analysis of trans-honzonal phenomena. For this reason

the idea of specular reflections remained a viable alternauve to thin layer volume scattering, although no

better at predicting results at the higher frequencies; thus. the data collected at lower frequencies - by the

National Bureau of Standards - is still the basis for mdels of the higher frequency paths used by the

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) (CCIR,1990. Rice et.al, Tech.Note 101]. As recently

as the 80's, Gossard [19841 has proposed that layer-reflections may be. caused by stacked, tdun. volume-

fIling layers with more complicated and unpredictable frequency dependence, again lending credence to the

simpler reflection model even at the higher frequencies. Other directions have been investigated as well.

such as fractal modelling of the random -,olume scattenng media [Rastrogi, 1989], without much impact :n

the field. Skolnik [1974] has a review of the different models. As many felt that Tatarskis's ideas were

accurate (because of agreement with RADAR/Aircraft simultaneous measurements), and since a

multifrequency experment had not yet been performed at the frequency range deemed appropriate Tprevous

higher-frequency studies have focused on the high level fields for the interference proolem), the present study

is important to provide an indication of the inporance of the range of frequencies tested. Previous study in

this present data collection campaign were partly a further investigation into these theories on the questions

of layer reflection vs. turbulent scatter. It was the finding that indeed the frequency dependence descnbed b

the turbulent volume scattering model is consistent with the results [Crane 19881.

It is only with the complete understanding of these processes that a full description of the path loss

predictions of the RADAR equation (predicting the relation of the received to the transmitzed power) can be

achieved. This theoretical prediction is important, since empirical predictions for the higher frequency

ranges, relying on lower frequency measurements, prove inadequate. Remaining important questions related

to turbulence stricture include both the amount of beamfiling and the frequency of occurrence of scattcnng

layers.

2.3.2 Turbulence Scales

Turbulence is commonly thought of as the result of windshearing and buoyancy forces causing mixing of

air masses of different tyvpes (i.e.wih different temperature, humidity etc.). Large-sized inhomogeneites

break up into smaller and smaller disconinuitues, or eddies, such that the velocity, temperature, hum idai.

pressure and dielectric constant characteristics of such regions become random functions of posiuon a d
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ume. Kolmogorov [by Tacarskii, 1971, pp.48.] proposed that for large Reynold's numbers" the monn

can be considered as random, incompressible, flow at low speeds (compared to the speed of sound) and 'hat

the small-scale velocity field can be considered homogenous and isouropic. With continued relative mouon

of the different air masses creating eddies of large spatial scaJes, there wdl be a spectrum of eddy sizes at an.

one time, with kineuc energy continually redismbuted from the large to the smaller scales. The region of

the specta containing the Large eddies (on the order of 100 m) - with "outer scale of turbulence" Lo -

contains the greatest density of the average kinetic energy (per unit mass). The definition of this parameter

varies widely. Tatarskii's thin Layer outer scale is a function of the turbulent eddy dissipauon rate, the

thickness of the layer, the velocity changes across the Laye,-. the mean wurd shear, and the covanances ot .nc

volociry and turbulent heat. The smallest region (on the order of I mm) with an 'inner scale of Larbulencc'

represents the bulk of energy dissipation beyond which the destrucuive acuon of viscosity and diffusion hj'c

nullified most turbulent acuvity:

(2)
= ' V3 v = kinemauc viscosity of fluid

Kolmogorov proposed in 1947 that the turbulence structure in the 'inertial subrange' weU in between these

two scales is dependent only on the rate of energy dissipation per unit mass. F, equalling the rate of the flux

of energy toward Ce smaller scales. Scales in this range are too large for viscocity effects to be nouceable.

The energy spectrum function then becomes, by dimensional analysis:

(3)

E(K) = AEnk" ; k =

where A is a constant [Doviak 1981, p346]. Wavelengths for RADAR and satellite communication often

lie in this inertial subrange, as do the verucal wavenumbers used for the MuTug-Prospect Hill expenment

(See Figure 2.2). Note that for tropospheric scattering, which occurs at an angle to the honzonLa. the

apparent wavelength in the z-direction, the factor under consideration here, is of a much greater vjue than

the transmission wavelength, but is still within the inertial subrange.

Re = vL
V

where v and L are the chractenstic velocity snd scale of flow.
and v t3 the kinematic viscociry



2.3.3 Effect of Turbulence on Wave Propagation and the Structure Constant

For this model of tubulence formauon, the propagauon mode and transuon frequency discussed carlher .

believed to be found approxinately by [Crane 1981, p.656]:

> Lo ; 0 is the scattenng angle
2sin 0/2

where, Lf the inequality is true, specular reflections are expected to dominate, and, if the converse is u'ue.

thin volume scattenng dominates. Due to the shorter wavelength at the higher frequencies, the refrac,e

index variations span several Fresnel lengths. In that case stausvcal correlauon modeling is more

appropriate than the plane wave reflecuon models used for the longer wavelengths - where the vanauor'.s n

n are smaller than the Fresnel length [Crane 19881. According to this model. olume scauenng should

dominate the clear air turbulence propagation on the Prospect Hill to Mt.Tug path since the frequencies arc

high and only a narrow range of the wavespace (centered around L 0.5%) is expected to contribute to the

scattering.

r - C...- CAL

-, - ' A .

* ,ci . \x

Figure 2.2 One-dimensional spectrum of refracve index flucwatuons. Note that
the lower wavenumber for the inertial s,'brange will move in an
unpredictable fashion accrding to variations in the tubulent structure. [Crane 198

The spatial vanatons of the fluctaions in the refracuve index are usually represented not by the >lccr-u

energy funcUon given earlier or the related autocorrelauon function, but rather in terms of the structure

function defined as:
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where r is the distance between two measurement points, n the deviation from the mean value ot the ,nde

of refraction, and the symbols <> denote an ensemble average. With the earlier assumpuons ot isotrop)

and homogeneity, the structure funcuon ceases to be the function of a vector distance. This funcuon is used

since, by vunue of its being a first difference, it filters out slow variations in the fluctuauon measurements.

as long as the distance r is not too great. This fact is important to non-stanonary processes such as the

spaual fluctuation of the refractive index in the atmosphere. In other words. it is usable even though large-

scale irregularies are neither homogeneous nor isotropic in the turbulent troposphere. Further. it allows

the following simple formulation descnbing turbulence in the inertial range (Kolmogorov 1947. by De-,ian.

1980, pp.9-21j:
(6)

D.(r) = Cdr

This is Kolmogorov's original result, based on the assuripucns that the potenual temperature and specific

humidity are conserved and passive. Cn is called the smricture constant, defined as:

~CM n 'i,

In other wort's, the structure constant provides a measure of the refractive index tluctuaucons relative to the

eddy sizes. h is directly related to the energy dissipation rate by:

(8)
C2  c/ 3

where the energy dissipation consists of both heating and diffusion factors. The structure coristant as a

function of height thus provides a basis for comparison of the intensity of turbulence as given by the

Kolmogorov spectrum. measured by different means with spatially different data collecuon capabiliues, e g

by RADAR, Sondes, airplanes.

The thre-dimensional index of refrxctin variance spectrum derived from the Fourier integral o. thegr..en,

of the sucture function of Eqn.6 over the enutre wave number space yields:
(9)

s 2(K O.O33Cn'K*" , 1iifl -® <Z

Here:

K = kf-)- (-)] is the scattenring vector.
asdf

a

LM



Note the strong dependence on the scattering angle. This umportant result is what caables Lhe iterprcuuon

of the resoluuion of the power signature at the different delays to correspond to the erucal structure of the

turbulent layers. In the one-dimensional case, this dependence on the wavenumber becomes of the pover
-5/3.3 Note that this structumre applies to the refracuve index spectrum as a denvauve of the fact that the

temperature as weU as the velocity fluctuations exhibit this spectral wavenumber dependence.

This result can then be applied toward the formulation of the scattering cross Secuon for a final defnituon

of the RADAR equation. From general Bragg scatter, the resulting wavelength dependence of the crcs

Secuon is [Doviak 1984, p385]:
LU0)

l = 8rZk',(K)m .m = sinX is a polarization mismatch factor
X is the angle of the polartzation of the incident
wave to the scaucring direction

Because its value is near unity at the angles under . . ideration, the polarization factor is ignored ml the

computer models for the path. These formulas, along with correct modelling of the propagation path

geometies and accurate assumptions about the general scructure of turbulence, establishes the groundwork

for the relation of the reception charate.tics to the intensity of clear au turbulence.

In the final version of the RADAR equation this wavelength dependence is of the power -1/3. Previous

experiments have yielded anbivalent rsu!s as to this frequency dependency, ranging from -1 to 3 ,Eklund

and Wickerts. 1968]. As Figure 2.2 shows, however. it is important to ensure that the frequencies lie A1cil

within the inertial subrange of the Kolmogorov spec'un for the turbulent volume scatter to apply. The

boundary between the buoyancy and inertial subranges is not a fixed one: rather, it is dependent on the

particular weather condiuons. This project has represented the first such study since the many previous

Er) unit vector from the utnsmitter to the scaterer.

'() = unit vector from the scattrer to the receiver,

such that they define a scatterng angle making:

K = 2ksmin . where again k=
2

3 The structure function has been related to the energy of the t rbulence, aid the spectrum of :he
structure funcuon. (V in the one-du'rncnsional ca se) is related to .he spectral energy dens ty E D:.-

EW(Vkk

2nk, 2nk dk



studies nave been in too low a range. the frequencies lying :iaw in the inertial subrange. nov, .n the

buoyancy subrange.

2.3.4 Tur'L.lence Structure

Sevzral suidies, by use of radio-sondes and aircraft as well as RADAR, have cLarified the su-jritire of

turbulence in the trv'posphere. They show that the entire troposphere can b-e thought of as ccntaining a

wVeak 'background' turbulence. High-intensity layers. measuring from tens of meters to a few hundred

meters thick. a,,d of up to several tens of kilometers in horizontal extent, lie within this 'background'

turbulence. These high-intensity layers are much more likely Ohw the background turbulence to be etex

by RADAR. They are less often detected by aircraft, however, and sondes never re, eal their honsonral

extent. These layers contribute a large portion of the scattered signal in troposcatter systems during clear ir

conditions, depend&.1g on the vertical extent of the layers, Lheur spatial placement. and the strength ot the

turbu lence- generating shearing fnrre- . Appearing randomly over time, in uniform spatial disut,'uuon. the

laye-s cause every pant of the (,, Ai volumie to be turbulent at some time [Crane 1980]. For this reason

-and since any one wavelength is responsive only to a particular, narrow. range of scale of turbulence - the

strong layering effect is expected to occur only within a limited volume a small pericentage of the time.

The occurrence of particular structures should be taken into account for proper prediction of signal~ recepu-on

in clear air. For instance, RADAR echoes often show wave paterns in clear air. In the common case of

vertical wind shear, such waves %% nuld preumably exhibit stronger refr&ivity variance in its upper and

lowek extremes when breaking waves are formed (Ottersten 19691. This may only be detected as tvwo

distinct layers to a u-oposatea system. Along with ducting, these cawe~ arm more pertinent to the

understanding of interferncie phenomena. Thiemals, or convective bubbles, are expected to reach the lower

edge of the common volume at about ten am.

2.4 Ducting

Although ducting is a special case of clear turbulence, it is usually not considered as --jc&. During ducung.

layers with particularly high dn/dh boundaries form parallel planes; sometimes microwaves can enter thie

guides and become trapped. in a waveguide-like fashion. A much Larger portion of the =Lasmitted signal

%k iU an this casc be directed toward the receiver. Because of the unsteady nature of the ducts and the fact t.hi

they will probably not be quite planar makes modelling of this phenomenon very difficult Further

complVeit is introduced since the coupling into the duct of the different modes - and the resulting spectral

dependence - is difficult to predict. In genera! the lower frequency is. as one wov'd expect. con~siderabtv

more sensitive to this high-level power phenomenon. (Further reduction of the frequency. hove,,er zaU-->
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the vertical extent of the duct to become more important.) From observations of long Lime-lags bet',cn

the construcuve and desmructive interference patterns that sometimes exist in the waveguide LCrane 198 I,

the ducting mean Doppler is expected to be very low.

.7.5 Precipitation

There is more detailed knowledge of rain formation and characteristics: its drop stze, shape and distnbuuon

effects on radio' ve prcagauon are comparzively wll undrstood. pnmanly because of the relative .as, in

comparing data collected by diffetent means and the simpler descriptive nature of this phenomenon. Ram

formation during the different periods of the year has also been studied extensively, and snow and ice t)a.ic!k

distribution c=n bIx predicted with some accuracy at different heights from rain measurements and height

profiles of temperanxue and humidity. Rain is eminently detectable; it is easily differentiated from oLher

forms of scatter by a large positive Doppler signature. (We have defined positive Doppler as that which

shortens the wave pathlength. Rain, with a downward moion toward the straight line passing throught the

earth that connects the two antennas, has prectsely this effect.) The backscatter cross Section of a water

drop per unit volume - the Rayleigh approximation- is (Crane 1974]:

(11)

n= (UL f) ;D=Drop diamete

K (rn 2-1)/(m2 2)

where mi is the complex vfrctive index of water, and IKwl is about 0.96 for water, 0.42 for ice spheres.

The to4d scatter from rain and water droplets will then simply depend on the retlecuvity factor:
12)

NtD'dO)

where, N is the number of drops iii a unit volume This will he modified later by other considerations.

Now an important d"'erencc in the scattering cross Sections of clear air trbulence and rain car becorrc

evident; while tiruulence has a very st'ong dependence on the scaueruig angle, rain scatter is ndependctc'

the angle for linear polantzaior. perpendicular to th,. plane of .catenng, or propc anal to

co;(2Q) for tinear p 'olazation in the plane o scattering.

"hn toposcaucr system is cleaxly more sensitive to tam scatzet. l'he greavr attenuation expenencd in

precipctauon, however, causes the received power in ran, relative to that ,n clear-air conditions. to .Jepcnd

on the trensity of the rain. This trade-off is very importtui. It was expected that nun on the path 'Aut!d
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simnply attenuate the signal so much that it would decrease the reliability of the link. It has been show~n,

however, that the wrade-off is sufficient. so tha.i staistically the link is no less reliable during precipitatin.

A comparison of the sea=e cross Sections of rain and turbulent clear air conditins showsk(Figure 2.3) that

extremely clear air conditions are requiried for turbulence to provide a significant portion of the scattering

cross Section and thereby dominate t moic ot'scattering. Because this plot is for RADAR at a scattenng

angle of 180". compensation should be made for troposcauter for small angles due to the effectively enlarged

scattering cross Section of turbulence. Therefore, the proper placement Of the ties is about 20 dB higher

than ini the Figure shown.
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Figure 2.3: Plot of the structue constant under conditions for whirh scatter
contributions from CAT anid rain are expected to be equal (Go-sard 19911.
Note that there is a required upward Nhift of 20 dBi of the lines for the

Prospect H-ill-MLTug path.
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2.6 Terrain Diffraction

Terrain diffracton plays an important role in uanshorizon communicauon; it can even dominate Lhe

propagation process. Diffraction is most important when there is a common edge (such as a mountain

peak) at the horizon, located at a very small angle to both the u'ansmitter and receiver. Under the right

conditions, it is possible that diffraction from several consecutive edges can dominate. Further, during

Limes with unusually high refractve index variation, the radio horizon can be altered to a high degree so as

to lower the angles with any distant edges. The Prospect Hill - Mt.Tug path is not expected to be

significandy affected by this phenomena. The angles with the horizon are large (see footnote 5 for a isung

of some important parameters), and even during super-refracuvity' condiuons, the waves musi diftract

around ,everal edges. If diffraction occurs, there would be an increase of the power at the lowest height

viewed by the system (corresponding to the shortest path). The Doppler shift associated with that power

would also be very small. Neither of these charactensucs ame observed for any extended penod of ume on

the path.

2.7 Aircraft Scatter

The most important anomalous form of scatter is from aircraft. Aircraft in the common volume on the

Logan-Lebanon route are detecttl clearly by rapidly vanishing high-level fields along with a suong Dupplcr

signature. By analyzing the data in terms of median, rather than mean, quantities, such shot noise' is

expected to have minimal effeCL
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Chapter 3

The System and its Channel Characteristics

3.1 General

Tmposcaaer systems consist of a transmitter, the tropospheric scatter channel, and a receiver located bc. ond

the radio horizon. A high-gain receiver antenna picks up the minute amount of transmitted energy scattered

towards it from the atmosphere. The direcuons in which the antennas point most often define a great circi,

path (the shortest distance path). Both dish antennas ae highly directive, such that a small 'common

volume' is defined within theur circular 3-dB bearnwidfts. Because of the low pointing of the antennas chs

common volume is roughly cylindrical along the great circle path. In actuality, although the beam leaving

the transmitting antenna is of an in-phase cylindrical shape rr micking the antenna face, the beam spreads ,o

a slightly conical shape as it is diffracted in the a.Tsphere. For our partcular path the Ku-frequency, ! ." ".

18 GHz, though nowadays said to lie ia the J frequency range) volume ranged from 1.1 km in height abo L

sea level, or 400 m above the mountain range below, to 2.3 km above sea level, and horizontally covered

roughly 60 km. ,iver a 161 km long path between Mt.Tug in Lebanon, NH, and Prospect Hill. Waltham.

MA 4 . bince the common volume is closer to the Mt.Tug side and the antenna is for the Ku-band of the

same size., this antenna defines the limits of the common volume. Simultaneous measurements were made

at a lower, more commonly used frequency in the C-band (4-8 GHz. nowadays in the G-band), with larger

antennas resulting in a smaller common volume ranging from 1. 1 to 1.7 km in height and 40 km

horizontally. (The beamwidth is given by 8 = a,/D, where a is a constant determined from considerauon

of antenna shape and patern.) The axes of the antennas were pointed in the same directons so that the

experiment is a multi-frequency measurement of roughly the same volume. Not only the scatterers Within

the volumes defined by t half-power points art important: energy retaansmiued from the enture volume

encapsulanng these two transmit-receive points and beyond also reaches the receiver, albeit weighted by .he

antenna pattern. Of course, it is also affected by the aforementioned relations of the different scattenng

modes.

Prospect Hill - Mt.Tug Biststic Scauer System
Frequency 15.731 GHz 4.95 GHz
Distance 160.9 km
Trans. Height 159.4 m
Rec. Height 493.8 m
Traus. Apeture 3 ft 29 ft
Trarts. BW 26.49 ndu 8.36 nud
Rec. Aperture 3 ft 10 ft
Rec. BW 26.49 mnd 25.25 mrad
Scattering Angle 35.23 msad 34.61 mad
Modulation 400 MBit/Sec None
CarTer Power 225 W 30 W
Rec. Noise Level .144 dBm -147 dBm
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Several factors other than the types of scattenng descnbed earlier affect the magnitude of the received po',er.

These include the etfects of the antenna pattern and the so-called 'aperture-to-medium' coupling as well as

the path geometries.

The far-field antenna power density patterns are derived frvm the two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the

field in the antenna aperture. for the case of the paraboloid reflectors resulting in (normalized, Gt will denoe

the magnitude along the axis):
-- 13

f 8J2[(nDsin)/X] j ; 0=angua distance from beam axis
S(R"Dsine)] 2  D=antenna diameter

The antenna pattern then consists of a main beam and a number of sidelobes well outside of the common

volume. As a result, there is severe suppression of the power received from scatterers outside the common

volume, though this suppression is not uniform. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that strong enough

scanerers outside the common volume relative to scatterers within the common volume could significandy

add to or even drown the effect of lesser scanerers inside the common volume.

Not only the strength of the scatterers but also the extent to which the scatterers fill the volume plays an

important role. A large volume of scaterers will retransmit more energy toward the receiver than a lesser

volume of otherwise equal .ATerers.he far-field antenna gain function is given by:
(14)

(O,1) =
) ;Ae-kAf2 (O)-=65Af2 (0) ;A=a&.

%.2  4

X2
G(e,cp) =.

As antennas increase in size and thus decrease in beamwidth to achieve higher gains, there is therefore an

accompan) :,ig reduction of the volume of scacterers. This so-called 'aperture to medium coupling loss is

accounted for by the sudard references used for design (CCIR,1990, Rice et.al, Tech.Note 101j by a 3implh

formula relating the loss to the sum of the two antenna gains. This method lacks, however, in that it iuis

to address the question of beamfiling or geometic structure of turbulence or other scatterers. For insu,-c.

if it is found that, for a significant portion of the time, thin turbulent layers contained within a small

poruon of he common volume contibute to the received power, then it is reasonable to assume that Lsc ot

an ajrtenna with higher gain would not entail a coupling loss, since any reducuon in the size of the

common volume would still contain the scatterers. A correcuon factor taking into account layer ,hickness
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is introduced in the models [Ottersten 1969, Crane 1980, p1851, but encounters difficulties if the smjcture

is more complex.

The coupling effect also plays an important role as to the relative importance of the scatterers inside and

uuts de of the common volume. It might appear that for precipitation the antenna functon and for

turbulence the added angle dependence given in equation 9 might elimira all impact of scatterers in a

region outside the common volume. By virtue of its large volume, though, the summed effects from such

a region may in fact be greater than from the common volume for the precipitation case. For instance. :f

there is rainfall directly above the transmitaer, such as would enhance forward scatter at these frcquencies. a

very large angular region of the transmimng antenna beam would then be filled by scatterers, corresponding

to a large volume covered by the receiver. The effect from the rain, even when absent from the common

volume could thereby produce a signal even stronger than the norm.

3.2 Channel Characteristics

Along with the attenuation caused by absorption and scattering, the channel causes additional, trme-variant,

fading of the signal level. The fading is categorized into short-term and long-term fades. The rapid fading

(on the order of seconds) is the result of random phase additions of the scauerers causing consMcLve and

destrucave interference. In accordance with theory. the power level is Rayleigh distibuted with respect to

the fast fade; since the large number of scatierers with uniformly distributed phases result in a gaus in

process, the in-phase and quadratu components are normally distributed. The slow fade (on the order of

tens of minutes), which is the result of changes in the weather, has been empirically determined to be log-

normally distribute& In terms of the diurnal and seasonal changes there is, generally, an increase in the

signal level during the warmer hours of the day, and during the warmer and more humid seasons. 'The

design of troposcatter communicaions systems is based on estimates for channel conditions of the 'worst

month' of the year. new suatisucal methods for doing so have recently been developed (Crane 1990].

Complete characteriza of the channel requires not only knowledge of the signal level vanauon: the

Doppler signature and the delay swture also provide crucial design parameters. Only when this

characer~inon ,:. i e channel has been moe complete can determination of the haridwidth, proper coding.

and diversity 34hemnes be made.

3.2.1 Delay Spread

The patLength associated with e,,ch scatterer results in a particular time delay between the ume of

transmission and reception. The sum of the power received from all equidelay paths conisututes the toial



power received at any one delay. Equidelay paths, usually expressed in nanoseconds, form near ellipsoids

around the sites. Due to the angular dependence - from the antenna gain function and scattering cross

Section definitions - and a greater amount of absorption. the contrbuuon from scauerers at greater delays is

sharply diminished. The exact shape of the power-vs-delay signature - the multi-path intensity profile -

depends on the spatal distribution and nature of the scatterers. Figure 3.1 a-b shows two typical clear air

proftles.

A quantitative measure of the delay signamre. the delay spread of the signal, is defined as the distancc un

nanoseconds) between the half-power points of the multipath intensity profile. This is a very important

quanty since its reciprocal is a measure of the coherence bandwidth of the channel: the ume dispersion of

the signal indicates the potential mtersymboi interference (IS ) on very rapid data streams.

For turbulent scatter, the main source of reradiated energy will denve from the common volume. It is

possible, therefore, to consider the delays to represent different heights in that region. This is the direct

result of the angular depedence of the cattered power given in equaton 9. Turbuience-scattered power

received at any one delay is the sum of powers reradiated from all points on a corresponding sphenodal

shell; the planes are defined by the interSection of ellipsoids (associated with particular delays) and the

common volume. Within the common volume, horizontal deviation from the center along the ellipsoid

causes little weighting by the relation given in eqn. 9. Vertical deviation, however, leads to significant

change in the scattering angle, even within the common volume. For a uniformly tubulent-scaterer filled

volume, computer models show, the received power theoretically yields a vertical profile roughly Like that

of a rapidly rising exponential, followed by a slower exponential decay, see Figures 3.2a) and b). Because

of this general shape, the delay spread is expected to be small during clear air condiuons. During ducung,

or conditions where thin, high-intensity, layers dominate the scattering process, the spread will be minimal.

The muld-path intensity profile aids also in discerning the mode of operation of the channel. Clearly. if

there is only one layer causing specular reflecton, the delay profile would show a narrow spike.

characterized by very slow motion, randomly positioned in the common volume. No such spikes exist. it.

however, the volume consists of many, thinly layered, reflecting surfaces, it could be very difficult to

distinguish them from a scaurig process caused by turbulent motion by simply looking at the multi-path

intensity profile.

It is not possible with certainty to make any height-to-delay associaion in the case of rain, since the

arigular dependence of Equation 9 is Lacking in the cross Secuon equauon for rain (Equauon II ). It is at

times possible, of course, that this associauon is in fact accurate. It is evident from Figure 2.3 that ,cr

clear condiuons are necessary for a completely accurate vertcal positioning of Lhe scautercrs by inicrence
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from the delay profile. The delay spread. therefore, is very large during precipitation- In fact, under Lhe

right conditions, the delay signature can be vutualy flat, even when the received power is very high.

Computer modelling shows that a locally limited volume of rain, positioned at different Sections across Lhe

region, results in a variation of received power of less than 10 d.B. There are some indications by which iit

could still be possible to estimte where the rain is located, if it is locally limited at all. For instance, rain

directly above the transmitter would be accompanied by substantial increase in the variance.
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Resolution voluffies of similar size have been achieved using RADAR [e.g. Woodmjan 1980] but not at

such low altitudes.

Muitipalin Delay Profile
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While the delay spread limits the uncoded bandwidth of the channel as I/(delay spread), coding and vai-ious

demodulation schemes can improve this rauo, subject to the limits of the signal-to-noise ratio. The RAKE

correlaror is in fact the optimum receiver for processing the wide-band signal (i.e. where bandwidth >

i-.,.-ri rate). Without coding a typical delay spread of 150 ns would allow for a bandwidth of about 7

MHz: with the RAKE receiver the theoreuically achievable bandwidth equals the bit resolution, i.e. the codc

rate or A-00 MBit/sec.

3.2.2 The RADAR Equation

Power recept~ion is stmaght-forward for the volume forward scatter model, once the scattering cross Section

has been determined. Thie power density incident on the scatterer is:

P1.(- o ;x = position of scatterer relative to trasmiu~er

T'he power radiated by dhe scautrer toward the receiver is:

S'= SI1l(O,) :p = position of receiver relative to scatterer
4nr2

The toWa power at the receiver is therefore:

P, = Lo~e (o40.)

Taking into account line losses and the specific attenuation losses from the atmosphere the final equation

then becomes:

3 r2~

where d is the location of the receiver relative to the trasmitter [Crane 1981 ]. The scatterng cross

Secuons are as given in chapter 2. This equation can be fitted to yie!d the power received at any delay. -hie

total power etc. by simply changing the values (i.e. Cn (or clear air) in the scattering cross Secton. Su~h
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chan'ges effecuvely svniiiate diftferent atmospheric conditions. By doing so, layered turbulence soucrres on

top of weak background trnbulence have been modeled, as have different rain configuraions.

3.2.3 Mean Doppler Frequency of the Doppler Spread

The Doppler frequency shift in the received signal was measured at each delay as well as the power. It is

estimated from the in-plaue and qudadrawre components of the received signal by kntowing the frequency

which caused the shift. The in-phas and quadrature components of the signal are created for this express

purpose. The Doppler roughly meaures the component of motion of the scanterers along the vertical axis:

it is estimated by the pulse-pair algorithm. Thii mean Dopr'-Ip is simply the power-weighted average of the

Doppler shift of the enture volume of scatierers. Any motion of a scatterer - other than along the line at dic

great circle path (or, rather, other than along the equidelay planes) - will in effect either leng'hen or shorten

the path of the scatterered energy. The motion will cause a negative or a positive Doppler shift,

respectively, of the wave. For a symmetric path, the horizonti components of the scaLucrers will cancel

each other out; the motion away from and toward the center carry equal weighting from the antenna

functions and the scattering cro-ss Sections, and in equal amounts lengthen and shorten the path of the wave.

(This assums that the horizontal wind Ls uniform over the common volume, a reasonable assumption.)

Vertical motion, on the other hand does not cancel OUL Downward motion, for instance, a-ways has a

component that shortens the path, none that lengthen it. A clearly positive Doppler is therefore detected

during precipitation.

Small amounts of rain may not have sufficient downward motion over the enumr volume to cause a larg--

Dopplez shift. Therefort it is theoretically possible to have rain on the path. but for the data to be

considered clear air data. During clear air, and possibly during som cases of precipitation, the Doppler at

different delays represents the motion of the scatterers at different heights. It Is ;possible to ob~zrve the

process of various meteorological phenomena using thesei signatures, such as slowly tailing sncw melting

to form rapidly falling rain.

The Doppler spread is a measure of the rapidity of fading on the paiou t Ji i definacd as the .Dstance bcteei'

the half-power points on the power spectruni. L'ike the delay !-pftad. *ins is ain impurtat measure. It is

crucial in determining the keytng distancs for frequency aatd phase modulation sr.herrts. Sinlct!-Lt. dela

spread is much smaller than the coherence ume (l1/(Doppler spre.ad)), itz fading is always slow compared to

the signal rate. The signal ti-.nsmissbon wJIl therefore be, fre~uency-nonzriective. 1, is imlportw to

understand that the Doppler spread is the frequenicy-spread at arv, one delay (usually the one asscxutecd. Ai P

the gruairst pow~er), and that Eh- Dcppier shift is th.! shift in Lhe specwimn at any one deLay. T h;, . in,
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contrast to the mean Doppler, which is an average measure over the enwe volume. Figure 3.3 shows a

typical spectrum
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Figure 3.3: a) frequency spectra at the maximum power delay tap, showing Doppler
shift and spread.

There are several facmors tEh together cause the Doppler spread. There is a component from equation 3,

since the toal velocity variance is an integral of the spectrum E(k). The Doppler spread would be directy

proportional to the turbulent dissipation rate, if this was the only componenL Unfortunately, however,

there is additional boadening of the spectrum: by the volume averaging of the scatterer contmbuuons within

any one delay shell, by the time averaging of several measurements. and by the wind shear. While it may

be possible to separate out the variance due to turbulent activity in some RADAR measurements. this is

not possible on our pah since the wind shear component is by far the dominating mode. Even in uniform-

wind with no shear, there would be a range of wind components in the direction toward and away from the

center of the path.

3.3 Particulars of the Prospect Hill - Mt.Tu$ Pa..:

There we pracucal problem3 associued with instaling a tropmscatter system. Thes: ,',e resultcd in

alterations of the channel characteristics described above, unique to the MILTug -Prospect Hill path. '.lost

significant among these is the offset, or misalignment, of the antennas. It Ls the result of ,he practical

'defiruuon' of the grea circle path when using less sophisticated equipment.
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In practice, aligning the antennas is done by scanning the horizon with the receiver antenna unul the

DosiLion corresponding to the highest power is found. This is a Lime-average operauon. and is subject to

change with different weather conditions. Furthermore, in the mountainous terrain between Boston and

Lebanon. uregularities in the local horizons of the antennas will offset even the 'true' maximum power

position. The lower picture in Figure 3.4 shows how the antennas could most closely 'match' if the

receiver was pointed at a valley, instead of along the great circle path - where it would point at an

-tervening mountain.

This misalignment or irregularity in the local horizon plays an inporant role in the interpretation of ihe

data. As shown in the Figure, even if there is only a uniform honzontal wind, the components of the .ind

will no longer cancel OUL As shown, westerly and easterly winds yield negative and positive Doppler

signatures, respectively. The upper picture in Figure 3.4 shows that, even if the antennas are aligned,

intervening mountains can cause such Doppler shifts.

Vuttrt yWW
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Figure 3.4: The local horizon and/or alignment offset of the antennae, causing
a negatve Doppler signature during westerly winds.
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The fact that the component in the vertical direction due to the horizontal wind is small, is counteracted by
its grcater absolute value; vertical movement is usually on the order of cm/sec, but horizontal winds

measured several rn/s. It is quite conceivable that a westerly wind under just the right circumstances could

completely cancel out the effects of rain on the Doppler signature. and eliminate any detecuon of rain on the

path. Figure 3.5 shows the Doppler (hourly median values) signature for the month of March. A second
plot shows an estimate of the impact wind might have, from ground measurements of the wind a, Concord.

NH [NOAA Mar. 1991]. The slow, more or less conunuous, changes of the Doppler due to changes in the

regional wind, are interspersed with positive ram signatures showing sudden increase in the Doppler.

Correlaoo becveen the graphs is expected to be very rough since Lhe Concord reading is a point

measuremer.t at a different altitude. Nevertheless. the impact of the wind is clearly important. especially

during st ong winds.

More precise unterpretauon of the data may be achieved by comp--ison of the data with MIT RAD.AR

measurements made along part of the Prospect Hill - MLTug path. These are only made during condittons

of rain, however. It may be necessary to adjust all the data. once a determination of the inpact of die

mLsalignment has been made- including the data from previous years - if the impact is considered

significanL

Another minor detail h should be clarified is thm the PRN code generator operaLed at less than an
opumum level. Rather L an a 30 dB difference (= 1023) between signal and noise, it has in reality been

approximately 18 dB. (This is the case because of hardware inaccuracies in the state-of-the-an PRN code

generators operating at ..xtremely high rates.) This reduces the sensitivity of the system, and more of the

delay spread measurements during low signal reception were discarded. (When the signal is very low. the

noise floor of the PRN generator would be of the same level as the signal., yielding a flat response •

indicating an infinite delay spread.)
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Chapter 4
Data Collection and Processing Procedure

.4 General

After cthe in-rtal hardware processing, the data were collected on a personal computer system on NILTug. It
was then transferred to the Thayer 'TI" VAX where ic was permanently stored on magnetic tapes. 'Most of
the subsequent processing was done on that machine; some of the final arrangement and plotang of the da~a
was then done on the Northstar system.

As is common practice for troposcauter systems, the data were analysed in terms of median values. It is
expected that this will remove statistical anomalies similar to shot noise, such as occasional scatter from
aircraft.- see Figure 4.1 for a tineseries of the mean Doppler shift. showing both aircraft scatter and a more
extended period of rain. Averaging processes ame also expected to efficiently remove the Rayleigh fast fading
process effects. With large amnounts of data, the stauisucs of the median value should approach that of the

mean of te process.

SCa KUj Doppler Bay 01 . -~ :C;;.e- ~
zu-ebid Doppler'

C BVAd Doppler

Figure 4. 1: Time-seties of C and Ku band mean Doppler shifts. Note the close agreement
at the two frequencies, except during rain, where the Ku band Doppler is higher.
Each msak numbers the 16 measurements made during an hour.

4 .2 Data Collection

The data collecton consisted mainly, of recording the iiiptase (i) and quadratur (q) components of the

power output of a 120 Hz low pass filter, and from thcm calculaung the total power and Doppic. frzqucnc'.
shift. This was first done at everytap'of the 1023 long PRYN code. Once this had been accomplished. ai
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'window' of 241 taps length was centered around the Lap with the maximum power received. To quicken the

process. subsequent recording of die data were only made on the window. This length was considered

sufficient to aqure an curAw culmawe ft le d-lay profile. Due to the relative, unpredictable, drift of the

codes (caused by relative drift of the 5 MHz Cesium beam frequency standards), the window was re-centered

once every hour. Thus the power for the entire 1023 taps code was recorded at the beginning of the hour.

followed by sixteen 241 tap windows of recorded power and Doppler. Averaging of the i and 'q'

components was also done; 60 measurements of each were averaged, sampled at a rate of 250 Hz. At the

end of the hour data were recorded and processed for a spectrum; the processing was done on site to reducc

data. The Doppler and power measurements were calculated on site from the raw data for the same reason.

The data for the spectra were collected at the 'maximum power' tap. The data from the spectra yield

independent estimates of the Doppler spread and the Doppler offset. Note, however. that these spectral

estimates are relevant to one tap only, not to the entire volume.

There were few serious problems with the data collecton other than what was caused by the relative

frequency drift. A few, easily recognized. isolated incidents did occur when faults in the code clocking at the

receiver end, caused the PRN generator to skip a randon number of taps. This had been a considerable

problem during the fall, but was fixed while the transmitter was down during that time.

4.3 Data Processing

The hourly sixteen 241 taps long windows formed the basis for the staListical estimates of power. Doppler

and delay spread. The total power is the result of summing the power (subtacung the noise power) in the

window. The mean Doppler is the power-weighted average of the Doppler at each tap. An estimate for the

'2o' delay spread was initially based on the variance of the power with regard to the taps. This was soon

found to be insuffiently accurate (because of the large size of the window) and the distance between the half-

power points were found exactly. Finding the peak power (which was then halved before finding the
"crossing points') involved some averaging. The estimate for the delay spread is therefore a slightIly

conservative one. No estimate for the delay spread was made when the power was too low relauve to the

noise power.

The noise power was initially estimated at the beginning of every hour; it is the lowest short (5 Laps,

segment of powers found when scanning all the taps. This lowest power is, generally, located far away

from the region containing the signal. This same cntEncn was used subsequently for the smaller v, indo.s

For a delay profile with a large spread, however, no distancing from the region containing the signal is

possible. For that reason. if the , se poer found in the 1023 long code sequence -Aas lower than tl.at

found in any tap in tLh window, then the noise power from the long sequence Was subsutued for the orc
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found in the window. This reveals an inherent weakness in the results, albeit small, since channel

charuactenstics can change considerably over the spai of tens of minutes.

Finding the total power and mean Doppler required finding the 'onset' tap, that is, the tap which corresponds

to the shortest path possible across the mountains. Furthermore, no meteorological processes can be

studied without an exact knowledge of the location of the onset tap. Finding the onset is difficult only

because of the unpredictable naLuwe of the relative frequency drift. After trying various algonthms for

finding the onset, a method whereby the user inputs the hourly onset peaks was determined to be the only

pracucal solution. The method consists of the following. The first delay profile 'window of every hour in

any given day is plotted, as in Figure 3.1. The onset tap is guessed at and entered into the computer. The

processing program interpolates between the points to find the onset taps for the remaining 15 windows tot

that hour. It does so by using the relevant maximum power taps and the user-provided onset taps.

"o

'4,

14.. I M,. "" I

Figure 4.2: Delay profile generated by plotting the points above the 3-dB power levels.

For as short a ume-span as an hour. the relauve drift was assumed. for simpicity. to be linear. The

computer tien plots a picmire for the whole day, showing all 'he points of the delay profile above the 3-B
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points, as shown in Figure 4.2. In other words, 24 (hours) umes 16 delay profiles are plotted. effectively

showing motion and thickness of significant events. Note that there is no absolute power reference in this

plot; at any one time, points above the 3-dB point refer to the maximum found in that particular delay

profile. It the t'ansitions on this graph are not smooth, new possible onset taps are guessed at, and a new

graph generated. This process is iterated until a smooth plot has been generated. It is this process, then,

that evaluates the validity of the guesses of de onseL Once this stage has been accomplished can the onset

taps be used In the other algorithms. Exact knowledge of the onset is especially important for the delay

spread estimate, which otherwise would be tainted by side-band and code repetition -noise'.

4.4 Oata Classification

For ease in comparing the data with previous measurements, the same classifications and critena were used

for the wide band system; any further correction of the data other than what is presented here, if deemed

necessary, will be made in conjunction with corrections of all prev.ous data.

Once the median values for each hour had been found, the data were clasified into three categones according

to the mode of popqanon:

1) Turbulent volume scatter. This was the default mode, considered clear air.

2) Rain scater. Since the Ku band is more senstive to rain, it was used to detect it. If the median

level was above +2.5 Hz, and the maximum above +6 Hz. that hour was designated a rain

period.

3) Ducting. This was only detected when the C band was in use, because of its higher sensiuvity

to this phenomena. It was identified by the presence of very strong signals, and near-zero

Doppler shifts.

The data were then SectiedW according to hour uf the day, the quarter day interval (morning: 0t00-1 0:00.

afternom: 10:00-16:00, evening: 16:00-22:00, night; 22:00-04:00). and according to season (Winter:

January-February, Spring: March.May, Summer June). Note that EST was used throughout the

expenfmneL Furthar, vaiations in the data about their median values were recorded as the number of hours

in strong atenuation (> 10 dB less than the median signal level), attenuation (5- 10 dB less than the median.

normal, amplification (5- 10 dB stronger signal than the median), and st-ong amplificanon ( >10 dB abo'.e

the median level) conditions. During times when both the C and Ku band data were available, a 5x5 matrx

for these categones were created for comparison of the two bands during different propagation modes.

Cumulative distributions were created from the data, for invest gauon of their statistical behaviour. The

next chapter detais these results and plots comparisons of the different quantities when appropnate. aJong

with a discussion and conclusion of the same.
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Chapter S

Results and Analysis

5.1 Introduction

Figures 5.1 through 5.6 show an example of the 'raw' median value time series, for the month of June.

The distnbutions of the measurements shown is typical for all the months observed. Atypical, however, is

the extended period of low signal received during the 15th to 17h, of June - most clearly seen in the Ku

band dam Figure 5.1 - and in the extended period of ducting during the 19th to 20th of June. Since this

may be atypical behaviour for the channel, and because of the limited armount of data (this month

constitutes the entire summer data set), the variation of the signal behaviour for this month is expected to

be higher than normal.

Rain is identified on the path by its high Doppler shift in the Ku band. Figure 5.3. Occasionally, it can

also be discemed by high Doppler shift in the C band. This may occur, as it did during the 15th of June.

when the Ku band records such a low signal that it loses the signal on the 1023 PRN code. This occurs

when the signal is not detectable, by a simple search, above the self.r oise of the PRN generator. When it

happens - unusual for extended time periods no acurate Doppler estimate in the Ku band can be made. (In

fact. the pulse-pair algorithm provides such a sensitive measure of the Doppler shift that, if the appropriate

region of the PRN code could be identified, a good estimate could often be achieved even with the signal

hidden in the noise.) This represents a slight change in the detection scheme from previous years, necessary

because of different noise levels of the different systems.

Figure 5.3 also reveals a flaw in the algorithms that determine whether or not rain occurs on tie path. The

flaw originates in the antenna aligiunent offset described in Section 3.3. dwi.ing eastnrly winds. Isolated,

large, positive Doppler shifts are indicative of periods of rain, as during the 12th of June. There are,

unfortunately, times with slow, smooth, changes in the Doppler shifts - corresponding to the slow changes

in wind direction and speed (see Section 3.3) - causing Doppler shifts above the 'rain detection' threshold.

An examp!- can be seen during the 18th of June. Even with the adjustments of the algorithms that ha'.e

been used (involving the maximum Doppler shifts for the hour - a median of the 16 measurements must be

above 2.5 Hz and the maximum for that hour above 6 Hz for the hour to be considered a rain penod). these

penods, falsely identified as rain periods. could in the worst case constitute as much as 10-20% of the

entire ram data base. Conversely, a strung westerly wind can counteract and overcome posiuve rain

Doppler. During such times, rainy conditions w..,ould be considered clear air conditions. This probably

occurs less often, but an xccuraLe measure is difficult to obtain. The detection schemes in this thesis are,

nonetheless, exacdy as during previous years, except for the slight alerauon described above. Tus provides

conunuity. and hence a basis for comparison.
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Previous esnnates of the multipath delay spread showed much less sensitivity than the present estimate.

The range of the previous estimate had been contained within the 100 to 200 nanosecond lines for almost

all the measurements. Figure 5.5 shows how drastically the estimate has improved, although there is litle

change in the median of median values. The estimate of the variance about that median will improve.

indicated by its increase from previous years. This will represent a significant increase in the percentage of

Lime that the available bandwidth is expected to be lowered ( and raised, although Lat is of less concern). as

compared to previous estimates. This is because there are phenomena (ducting, thin layer scattering

dominance) during which the real multipath delay spread is small. However, the less sensiuve two-sigma'

delay spread estimate used previously would not reveal such sharply contoured signatures. Note that several

hours have been deleted from the multipath plot. This is done when the received signal levels are too low

for an accurate measure of the spread to be obtained. This occured, for instance, during the 15th to the 11th

of June.

Ducting on the path is discerned best by the C band measurements. A low C band Doppler median

measurement and an unusually high signal level median (also as compared with the Ku band signal level)

qualifies the hour consWered for the ducting category.

S.2 Period of Study

Table 5.1 details the number of hours of data that were used in the statistical summaries of this chapter.

Due to a bmak down of the tansmitter in the fall of '90, no data were recorded until the beginning of

January '91. During the fuj few days of transmission, a peimuent collection scheme was developed. Data

from those days will not be included in the statistical study since inconsisiencies would result. Subsequent

collection was viruly uninterupled through the middle of ApriL At this U the local cable TV

company - whose aneras am located at the receiver site - claimed tha the project caused interference wiuit

several TV channeLs, wherefore its operation was iempomry shut down. The complaint had followed soon

after the imtallation of um additional amplifying stage in the Ku band front end. (This had been done in

preparatica for the multi-frequency expeflmeinL) The interference seemed intermittent, probably dependent

on the trasmission conditims of the TV channeL Vaou.. empts to reduce the interference were made.

until the addition of •narwwbmnd filter finally ,;ared ay noticeable effects on the TV stations. For irus

reason. data collection wu intermittent in late Apr.! and duing May. During June, more hardware

problems with the aumiziuer caused loss of daut during a few days. A final transmitte break down on June

21st marks the end of the data collectkm campaign.
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Winter 91 Spnng 91 Summer 91 Total number
Ku band: of hours

Clear Air 796 1164 270 2230
Rain 4 134 56 194
Ducting_ 10 13 43
Total 800 1308 359 2467

Winter 91 Spring 91 Summer 91 Total number
C band: of hours

Clea Air 244 270 514
Rain 29 56 85
Ducting 10 33 43
Total 283 359 642

Table 5.1: Summary of Observation Period (Hotws)

S.3 Comparison of C-band and Kg-'oand Signal Levels

Since the C band was used P a reference standard for the Ku band, it is important to distinguish dissimilar

behaviour of the e;6nals. To this end, the 5x5 signal level matrices in table 5.2 are listed, for the three

modes " propagation. In this case, it was convenient to combine the data frum May and June -the only

months when both bands were in operation - rather than separate the data into the seasons. This is also an
al .maa step in ordr to mause the da: bane for the compmipoc especially so since the June dam

shows unusually high meteologal activity (see Section 5.1). The categories of the attenuated and

amplried stal are determined by comparison of the dam with the median levels. For Table 5.2. the

medians used ate those o( the corresponding mod s of pmpagaton. In the Figure 5.7- 5.9 plots, the

median level shown is that of the clear air observaitons.

Table 5.2: Relative Behaviour of Ku and C band Sigznls

C hand- S I Atten. Arra Normal ... - .Lmi.-
Ku band

5 S. Atten. 0 5 1 1 0
Atten. 2 30 46 2 0
Norm. 17 54 199 51 14
Arnpl. 0 1 19 17 24
S. Amp. 0 0 5 5 !0

Total munber of hours 514

Ku trd median value: -118. 7 dBm; C band median value: -106.3 dBia

a) Clear Air

5S. Atten: Strongly attenuatedt relative to the normal medial sigmnal1e-el (mote than by 10 dB).
aurn: attenuated (5 to 10 dB). Amp: amplified (5 to 10 dB), and S.Amp: srongmiy
amplified (more than 10 dB).
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C band: S. Atten. Attet. Normal AmpL- S. ApI.
Ku bard

S. Auen. 0 0 2 2 0
Auen. 0 8 9 1 0
Norm. 0 7 26 2 2
Ampi. 0 2 11 5 0
S. Amp. 0 0 7 1 0

ToW number of hours: 85

Ku bmnd median value: -116.2 dBm; C band median valie: -104.0 dBm

b) Rain

C band: S. Atten. Alien. Normal Amr i S. Ampl.
Ku band

S. Atten. 0 1 0 0 0
AtM. 2 4 0 0 0
Norm. 2 5 21 2 1
Ampl. 0 0 2 0 2
S. Amp. 0 0 0 0 1

Total number of hours 43

Ku band median value: -I13.2 dBm; C band median value: -90.2 dBm

c) Ductng

From Table 5.2 a) and Figu-e 5.7 it is evident tha the behaviour of dhe two signals is simriLar by far the

greame portion of the s*nal levels is in adjacent cawe4ona - the deviatios about the respective median

levels differ by less than 10 dB. The majority of the mesarients, 55%, however, are in different

categories, and 22% of thofe ua in non adjacent cazegonie. It is in place, therefore, to quesicon both the

agoprmiteress of the pxopagackm mode casegories considred. and the methods of determining the mode of

propagation for any given hour. Some divergent aem. such as the region with auenuated Ku band signal

and amplified C band signal may be smarisucal artifacts. They could also be an indication that refinement

of the theory - by coaidering more categories, is necesary. It is clear, however, that the regions with the

greatest digreussons from the median levels in Figure 5.7. with ampLified Ku band signals accompanied by

normal C band signal levels, and with strongly amplified Ku bwA signals accompaiied by strongly

amplifrd C band sigu6 - in fwt corespond to the identfied rain and ducting groups, as evidenced by

Figure 5.8 and 5.9. No mechanism, however, explains the very small group of data % hcre the Ku band.

un the C band, is awnucaed. It seems, therefore, tha any di6ficuibes encountered are primanly the

result of inexact cazi.gorizaton methods, rather than the reuti of use of faulty categories. If this is the case.

the Figures indicate tht it affect only a small portion of de data. With this in mind. a conclusion drawn

from these tables Ls that turbulent volume scatter L the main mode of propagation at both Ku and C bands.

and that the categories as well as caugonzaon methods are a-prcpriaie.
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5.4 The eff'eci or Rain on Ku band Transmission

Figure 5.8 also shows the effect of precipitation on the received signal levels- for a larger portion of the

time than during clear air conditions, the Ku band signal level is amplified (the C band shows less change).

As expected, the Ku band signal, with a wavelength smaller than that of the C bend signal, is much more

sensitive to the rain effects (see Eqn.1l ). Table 5.3 clarifies the relationship between the distribution of

turbulent volume scatt signal levels to the distibution of rain catter signal levels.

Clear Air Rain Rain w/ respect to
hour? / % hours/ % Clear Air Median

Median ofall hours -121.6 dBm -1 13.5 dBm
Strong Attenuation (no. hours) 27/3.4% 0/0% 0/0%
Attenuation 152/19.1% 0/0.0% 0/0.0%
Nonmal 416 / 52.3% 3/75% 0/0.0%
Amplification 139 / 17.5% 1 / 25% 2 / 50.0%
Strong Amplification 62/ 7.8% 0/0% 2 / 50.0%
Tal nwnber of hours 796/100% 4/100% 4/100%

a) Winter

Clear Air Rain Rain w/ respect to
hours/ % hours/ % Clear Air Median

Median of all hours -120.8 dBm -119.5 dBm
Strong Attenuation (no. hours) 82 / 7.0% 6 / 4.5% 3 / 2.2%
Auenualion 199 / 17.1% 25 / 18.7% 21 / 15.7%
Normal 642 / 55.2% 62 / 46.3% 59 / 44.0%
Amplification 177/ 15.2% 16/11.9% 21 / 15.7%
Strong Amplification 64 / 5.5% 25 / 18.7% 30 / 22.4%
Total number of hours 1164/100% 134/100% 134 / 100%

b) Spring
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Clear Air Rain Rain w/ respect to
hours / % hours / % Clear Air Median

Median ofall hours -119.7 dBm -117.Od Bm
Strong Atuenuaion (no, hours) 11/4.1% 2/3.6% 1/1.7%
Attenuation 52 / 19.3% 12 / 21.4% 6 / 10.7%
Normal 139 / 51.5% 20/ 35.7% 26 / 50.%
Amplification 55 / 20.4% 16/ 28.6% 11 /19.6%
Strong Amplification 13 / 4.8% 6 / 10.7% 12/ 21.4%
Total number of hours 270/100% 56/100% 56/100%

c) Summer

Table 5.3: Distributions about median levels, Ku band, clear air and rainy conditions.

The first coitunn of rain data lists the number of rain hours with the various reception levels (as described in

Section 4.4) with respect to the median value of the rain hours. The last :olumn shows the same hours

with respect to the median of the clear air hours. As is seen in these three tables, rain has the effect cf

increasing the median signal levels, and reduces the amount of low-level fields, skewing the distributions

upward. The rain data frm the winter months are scarce, but the other seasons contain sufficient data for

statistical reliability. In all, only 4 of the 2467 hours, or 0.16%, were dominated by strong attenuation

caused by rain, relative to the clear air median signal level. Concern for the effect rain has on the path is

more apprprWe with regard to high-level interfereme fields. In fact, plot A17 in Annex A, shows that, for

the Ku band, high-level fields are as common during rain as during ducting conditions. It should be noted,

however, that the high-level fields correspond to light rainfall and that die low-level fields are caused, in

general, by stronger rainfall on the path. For design purposes, therefore, it is insufficient to consider all

rain as a single mode of propagation. A study must be made of the expected distributions of rainfall on

any particular path, prior to system desijn.

5.5 Diurnal Variations

Figures 5.10 through 5.14 show the diurnal variations of the quantities in question for the spring. A

complete set for the other seasons me listed in Annex A, Figures I through 8. Figure 5.10 shows little

variation in the Ku band clear air signal level. During the mid-day hours there is amplification of the signal

by only 2 dB. An increase during this time is expected in clea air because of the increased turbulent

activity when the sun warms the earth's surface. The hot, more turbulent, air rises, reaching the lower edge

of the common volume by about 10 am. There is a progression of the diurnal variation that has been

obscured by the averaging of the data (from March through May) in Figure 5.10. Each month shows an

increasing difference between the mid-day hours and the rest of the day. During the summer this difference

becomes quite large, and is non-existet during the winter hours observed. The diurnal variation of signal

levels during rain is greater, but also the result of fewer hours of data. It is the result of a more variable

meteorological process, and the received signa level is more dependent on the location and horizontal extent
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of the rain, than is the clear air signal level. This variation during rain is, therefore, considered statistically

indeterrnnate. The plot shows yet another view of the superior transmission conditions provided by the

rain. Ducting occtued only during a few hours for the fime period that the C band was operational during

the spring (May). The signal levels are clearly higher even in the Ku band, not only in the C band (Figure

5.11) where its effect is the greatest As can be seen from Figure 6 in Annex A (June has a greata amount

of C band data, and more measurements during ducting), the greatest coupling into the ducts occurs during

the night and early morning hours. The effect on the Ku band signal levels (Figure 5, Annex A) is as high

as a 15 dB increase above the clear air levels. For the C band the increase is up to twice that Figure.

Figure 5.12 and 13 show the Doppler shifts on the path. The prevailing westerly winds result in a clear air

negati e Doppler shift signature of about 3 Hz. This is the result of path asymmetry, as described in

Section 3.3. Had the antennas been aligned over a path with a uniform horizon profile, the Doppler shift

would have been well within IH7L There is a decrease of the average offset throughout the three seasons,

caused by le strong and persistent wemterly winds. The Ku band shows more sensitivity to motion of t

sca,,-ers; the Doppler shift is roughly xopoxionail to the signal frequency.

The delay spread increases during rain, and is very much anli during ducting. During the winter (Figure

3, Annex A) this difference is the greatest, and during the summer the difference is the smallest. From

experience with the hourly delay plots it is expected that, if more precise methods of discerning rain on the

path m used, dins difference will be augmepnted. The esimas for the median delay spreads during rain in

this e ort, therefor, expected to be somewhat low.
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Figure 5.10: Average diurnal variation in Ku band signal level, spring, 1991.
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Table 5.4 summarizes the behaviour of the received signal levels, as well as the Doppler shift and delay

spreads, during June, 1991. Similar summary sheets foe the winter and spring measurements are listed in

Annex B. The first standard deviaion value is the estimator of the series of median values; the second value

is the standard deviation of the median of medians given in the column above it. The signals show clear

variation during the day; Ku band signals are sutongest in the afternoon by 6 to 8 dB. The C band shows a

variation of 5 to 6 dB. There is a weak negative Doppler shift due to the prevailing westerly winds. The

delay spread shows very large standard deviation values compared to pnevious years; this is the result of the

improvement in the algorithm estimating this quantity. The data for the Doppler spread values was not

divided into these same groups, but simply recorded for each season as a whole. Previous experience has

shown that this measurement is very insensitive for the lower range, probably because of external noise (60

Hz) affecting the data. These values are listed at the end of each table.

Table 5.4: Summer 1991 - Quarter Day Summaries - Clear Air

Ku Ku Ku C C
Carier Doppler Deiy Carrier Doppler
Level/ Shift Spmed Le- e/ Shift
Xmission Loss (Hz) (ns) Xmission Loss (Hz)
(dBm) (dcrn)

Night
Hours 72 72 44 72 72
Average -122.7/167.5 -0.5 152.5 -106.9/151.7 -0.4
Std. Dev.
(series / median) 4.4/0.20 2.6/0.21 70.2/6.5 6.5/0.33 1.5/0.1

Morning
Hours 69 69 45 69 69
Average -120.5/165.3 -0.5 97.5 -102.8/147.6 -0.4
Sd Dev. 6.2/0.2 2.8/0.13 62.5/6.1 7.6/0.3 1.5/0.11

Aftemoson
HOU- 65 Oj .5 65 65
Average .114./158.8 -0.1 140 -101.3/146.1 0.2
Std. Dev. 6.6 / 0.12 2.4/0.12 71.6/5.0 6.3/0.25 1.6 / 0.18

Evening
Hours 64 64 46 64 64
Average -1203/A65.3 -0.3 142.5 -108.0/152.8 0.3
Std. Dev. 6.8 / 0.25 2.0 / 0.28 79.0 / 5.0 8.7 / 0.34 4.0 / 0.24

DoppLex Spead: Hours: 264 Median: 8.6 SLDev: 3.3

Table 5.5 reinforces the conclusions about the effect of rain or the transmiued Ku band signal. The signal

levels are higher, during almost all of the day, than the clear air measurementu. There is also a slight

increase in the C band signal level during summer rain. It is evident that the Doppler shift is the clearest

indicator of ran or the path. The rain Doppler spread is comparable to the clear air values during this

season. There is insufficient data to discern any diurnal vunations from this table.
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Table 5.5: Summer 1991 - Quarer Day Summaries - Rain

Night
Hours 7 7 5 7 7
Average -122.7/167.5 7.3 167.5 .109.6/154.4 1.9
Std. Dev. 5.3 / 1.0 2.5 / 1.0 89.3 / 30.2 4.3 / 0.70 1.2 / 0.28

Morning
Hours 8 8 8 8 8
Average -114.3/159.1 11.1 110.0 -109.2/154 4.0
Std. Dev. 5.6 / 1.3 4.4 / 0.98 84.6 /17.7 3.8 / 0.69 2.6 / 0.84

Afternoon
Hours 17 17 13 17 17
Avetage -118.7/163.5 .84 127.5 -102.3/147.1 3.0
Std. Dev. 8.8 / 1.2 4.8 / i.1 61.3 / 10.3 3.4 / 0.45 2.4 / 0.49

Evening
Hours 24 24 23 24 24
Average -116.5/161.3 10.9 140.0 -107.1/151.9 2.3
St& Dev. 6.5 / 0.81 4.5 / 0 54 68.0/9.7 4.7/ 0.44 2.0 / 0.46

D W Spmxd Hous 54 ',4edian 8.7 SLDev: 2.2

Table 5.6 ShMs dhe same quaniti durin ductming conditiom As expected. the signal levels are

consideray highf, peing during MOA hour in the C bald. wher ducnng is of greater mp ct The

delay q~iuds am e~xnmney small compared & dha of either rain or tbul suea. This is expectd since

Ie power scaered oward th reciver will come from di verucaiy limied ducL Not that his result also

applies to the Doppler spread meweiuL It is much wnal during ducting, as one would expect.

because of the stability of die ducing regio

Table J Summer 1991 - Quinw Day Summais - Ducng

Night
Hours 11 I 10 11 11
Average .113.2/158 0.8 30.0 -87.3/132.1 0.1
Std. Dev. 6.5/0.77 3.2/0.11 44.0/22.4 10.3/ 1.6 0.20/0.1

Morning
Holn 13 13 13 13 13
Average -112.5/157.3 -0.2 82.5 -90.0/134.8 -0.1
Std. Dev. 4.8/0.58 1.1/0.2 46.91 11.6 6.5/1.2 0.21/0.45

Hours 6 6 6 6 6
Aveage -111.4/156.2 0.7 42.5 -89.2/134 -0.2
Std.Oe. 3.1/0.63 1.8/0.31 17.7/ 11.7 1.7/1.2 0.31 /0.17

Evening
Hours 3 3 3 3 3
Average -115.9/160.7 -1.1 155.0 -93.5/138.3 -0.3
Su. Dev. 3.4/1.7 0.64/0.22 58.5/51.0 10.9/2.5 0.12/0.22

Doppler Spmad Hours: 264 Median 3.6 St.Dev: 2.6
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95% bounds. Since the major porions of the curves lie within these bounds (90% are expected to), it is
evident that the logn-mmal model provides an excellent appproximauion to the signal level distributions.
Annex A lists a more complete set of these distribution curves for different conditions.
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Figure 5.15: Sample cdf for Ku and C signal levels, night, spring, 1991, clear air.
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Figure 5.16: Sample cdf for Ku and C signal levels, morning, spring, 1991, clear air.
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Figure 5.15: Sample ,df for Ku and C signal levels, afternoon, summer, 1991. clear air.
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The CDFs am also applied to the ocher quanies; the Doppler spread and delay spread cdfs are given in

Figures 5.19 and 5.20. The Doppler spread disuibutions show little difference between rain and clear Air. in

the estimate of their median values, but is subsunually lower during ducking. The range of the Doppler

spread during rain, however, is considerably smaUler than the range during clear air. Note the full range of

the delay spread esmates in Figur 5.18, and the excellent fit within the normai distnbution 5% aid 95%

bounds.
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Figure 5.19: Sample cdf for Ku Doppler Spread, aU conditi u and how's, summer. 1991.
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Figure 5.20: Sample cdf for Ku delay spread. clea air, all hours, summer, 199 1.
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5.6 Seasonal Variation

The seasonal variaLion of three quanzitus are of primary interest with regard to seasonal change. Again, a

more complete set of CDFs, showing seasonal vanauon, is provided in Appendix A. The First plot. Figure

5.21. shows the diurnal variaLion of the Ku signal levels for all three seasons. The summer shows a great

'hump' during the warmer hours of the day. but its mght-ime evel is barely higher than the level during

the other seasons. The second plo. Figure 5.22, shows the greater dominance of westerly winds during the

colder seasons. With this in mind, if the daa is to be revised a a laer stage. these months should be

investigated first for accurate categorizauon of rain daiL (Since the amount of offset is a mdd indicator of

the amount of rain data that could, potentially, have been defined, erroneously, as clear air daa) The third

plot depicts ;he seasonal change of the delay spread. As mentioned earlier, the spread is as much as 50%

higher during the -'mmer than winter hours. This result is in spite of the fact tha the lowest average

signals were observed during the winter months. (If the signal is to low, twe is a risk that the delay

spread measured will be unduly large; it is clear that this risk has been minimized sufficiently, by the

thresholds set in order for the rcored data to be used in the sitistal preecnuon.) Another view of the

seasonal changes is presented in Appenix A. plots A14-16. For all three cases of power, Doppier spread,

ad delay greed, higher values were obsved dunng the summer seascm.
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Figure 5.21: Diurnal variation of Ku signal levels for dr-', seasons, ciear air.
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5.7 Conclusion

The meastremenu taken during 1991 show, in agrement with results from the initial stages of the data

collection campaign, that the signal levels can be modeled by the lognornl probability distibutions, and

that the delay ond Dole spreads can be modeled by normal probability distributions. The median values

have been shown to be cotiistent with the thin layer, turbulent volume forward scatter model [Crane 19911.

It is therefore possible to predict both the high and low-level fields expected from the path, by using the

distributions and the median levels predicted by the theoretical model. Moreover, rain on the path, unless

large amounts of heavy rainfall are expected, will not adversely affect the wave propagation. Care must be

taken, however, to guLrd against the varta'ons Ln the delay spread- this may ui fact be of more concern

than signal level deterioration, and its seasonal variations may be of more concern than the variations due to

precipitation.

Future work on the project would focus on a compansm of the 1991 data set with data from the previous

few years, and a study on a monhly, rather than seasonaL basis with a complete set of da x this would

yield estimates for the 'worst moath' characteristics. The effects of the antennae misalignment must also be

dealt with. perhaps by colmring the dam with indpendent weather RA,.DARs. Although a fairly

subsanrial porion of the data categorized as rain could be in error because of the misaignment, this is not

expected to affect the conclusons made hem
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Annex B

Summary tables for sprn'g and winter 1991:

Table B: Speing 1991 - Quarter Day Summaries - Clear Air

Ku Ku Ku C C
Carier Doppler Delay Carer Doppl
Level/ Shift Spead L..eveV Shift
Xmissiao Lou (Hz) (,ns) Xmission Loss (Hz)
(diSh) (m)

Night
Hours 305 305 222 70 70
Average -121.4/166.2 -1.6 105. -107.7/152.5 -0.9
Std. Dev.
(series / median) 5.9/.26 3.3/.10 76.6 / 2.9 6.0 / 0.3 2.0/0.10

Moing
Hours 303 303 223 59 59
Average -121.7/166.5 -1. 105. -106.9/151.7 -0.4
Sid. Dcv. 6.2 / 0.25 3.5/0.11 66.8 /3.0 5.5 / 0.32 1.6 / 0.1

Hours 263 263 229 52 52
Average - 119.9;164.7 -1.3 97.5 -107/151.8 0.4
Std. Dev. 7.7 / 0.34 3.3 / 0.14 67.9 / 2.9 3.7 / .26 1.1 / 0.16

Evening
Hours 291 291 250 63 63
Average -118.8/163.6 -1.8 110. -107.6/152.4 -0.5
Std. Dev. 6.6 / 0.27 3,3 / 0.11 71.7 / 3. 6.0 / 0.26 1.9 / 0.14

Doppler Spead: Hourm 1153 Media- 6.7 StDev: 2.8

Table B2. Spring 1991 - Quarer Day Summaries - Rain

Night
Hours 36 36 26 3 3
Average -122.9/167.7 7.8 140.0 -100.1/144.9 0.8
Sul. Dev. 11.3 / 1.1 3.8 / 0.38 76.3 / 12.1 1.4 / 1.4 1.9 / 0.54

Moruing
Hours 29 29 28 4 4
Average -116.3/161.1 9. 145 -108.2/153. 1.1
Std. Dev. 8.1 /1.0 3.6 / 0.65 79.2 / 15.14 3.2 / 0.87 3.2 / 1.4

Afemroo
Hours 30 30 28 8 8
Average -119.9/164.7 7.0 122.5 -104.4/1592 2.3
SUL. Dev. 7. / 0.97 4.6 / 0.63 76.2 / 11.7 4.4 / 0.69 3.3 / 0.86

Evening
Houtn 39 39 35 14 14
Average -119.8/166.6 8.0 157.5 -99.5/144.3 1.4
Sul. Dv. 7.1 / 0.89 3.9 / 0.44 69.3 / 9.9 2.4 / 0.66 3.2 / 0.68

Dopper Spreamd: Ho 124 Madama 8.1 StDev: 2.6
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Table B3: Spring 1991 - Quarter Day Summaries - Dutung

Night
Hours 2 2 2 2 2
Average -114.5/159.3 -2.3 27.5 -101.1/145.9 -0.1
Std. Dev. 0.9 / 1.5 3.3 /3.1 72.5 / 34.9 7.7/1.2 0.35 / 0.6

Mrning
Hours 4 4 4 4 4
Average -115.3/160.1 -0.6 45.0 -94.8/139.6 -0.1
SUL Dev. 2.2/0.37 0.39/0.19 19.3/7.2 4.1 / 1.2 0.17/0.28

Afwemw=
Hour 3 3 3 3 3
Average -115.8/160.6 -0.8 90.0 -97.0/141.8 0.2
Sid. Dev. 0.58 / 0.57 0.39 / 0.25 53.9 / 16.5 0.79 / 2.5 0.29/ 1.5

Evening
Hours 1 1 1 1 1
Average -123.1/167.9 5.0 222.5 -99.9/144.7 0.4
Std. Dev. 0.0/ 3.7 0.0/5.0 0.0/51.3 0.0/1.6 0.0/0.5

Doppe Spead Houmr 5 Median 8.3 SLDev: 4.5

Table 84: W-inar 1991 - Quarer Day Sunmaim - Clea Air

KU Ku KU

Level/ Shift Spld
XmiU Los (Hz) (in)
(dSm)

Night
Hours 207 207 159
Avemgs -121.8/166.6 -4.0 87.5
SOL Dev.
(,wes / iedfia) 6.9/0.34 3.3/0.13 63.9/3.0

Hours 183 183 145
Average -122.1/166.9 -3.9 70.0
Sul. Dev. 6.3 /0.4 4.2 /0.18 57.2 /3.1

Hours 185 185 169
Average -119.7/164.5 -3.3 72.5
Su Dev. 7.1/0.39 3.5/0.15 60.1/3.1

Evening
Hour 220 220 179
Average -122.2/167 -3.5 80.0
St& Dev. 6.2/0.31 2-5/0.16 62.6/3.4

Dopkler Sptsd: Houn 752 Median: 7.3 SLDeY 2.9
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Table B5: Winter 1991 - Quarter Day Summaries Rain

Night
Hours 0 0 0

Morning
Hours I I I
Average -115.8/160.6 375 185
Std. Dev.

Aftnon
Hours 3 3 3
Average -113.5/158.3 3.1 107.5
Std. Dev. 2.5/0. 2.7/0. 80.4/0.

Evening
Hours 0 0 0

Dopper Spread: Hours: 4 Median: 5.8 S.Dev: 0.7

'1 --
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